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Introduction to MILL 8 by Martin
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is
intrinsically better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.
The Mill's mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is
no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary
gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share their interest with
others. In fact, the Mill would rather have articles based upon a normal table set up with
normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the
Mill not to their liking.
If any gamer has an article or pictures, then please send them to
martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only.
No nicknames.
Also, no photos of faces, unless in the distance.
• The Mill does not publish for profit.
• The Mill does not accept advertising.
• The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for
"Peter Pig".
• The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a
proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If
these are not provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for
a reason.
• The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
• The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
• The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
• If you can help with articles and ideas, please do so.
• Articles can be in non-English language too.
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• There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus, a review will be called "a
review"

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin Goddard
January 2021

A big thank you to all the
contributors who make the
MILL what it is.
Thank you.
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1. Western – The Project

by Barry

The start
Where to start indeed! I had a copy of the old Peter Pig “Hey you in jail” – the original
set of the Old West rules. I read these and found them quite interesting and thought that
one day I’d probably get round to using them but being busy with several other projects,
I filed the rules away for another day.
The recent releases of Peter Pig rules have all been on the square based system. Having
played the original Square-Bashing WW1 rules (the 1ft squares) and Lincoln’s War
ACW rules (also 1ft squares) I had a bit of experience of square based rules and didn’t
mind them at all. Most of the Peter Pig rules that I have played were on the old system
with no squares such as AK47, Bloody Barons and Regiment of Foote and again
thoroughly enjoyed them especially the pre-game sequence to all of the Peter Pig rules
which I always find inspiring and which give a real period flavour to the games.
As the newer rules came into print, I tended to buy a copy to see how they had evolved
from the older sets and even though I was more than happy with the older rules with no
intention of changing over, I still bought a copy of the new versions as I always enjoyed
Peter Pig rules and the concept behind them.
And so, a year or two ago I noticed that Peter Pig had released a new set of Old West
rules called Western. One of the group I game with had bought a copy at one of the
shows and until I could pick a set up, I borrowed his copy for a quick read. Again it was
more out of curiosity to see what had changed from the original Hey you in jail rule set
and I knew it had been upgraded to a square based system so one night I picked up the
rules for a quick flick through.
I am not sure what happened but the curious quick flick through turned into a cover to
cover read. Once I started to read them I couldn’t put them down. From the first couple
of pages, I was totally gripped with the concept of the rules and what was covered in the
scope. Everything was there including the ubiquitous Wild West trains, rivers, night
actions, bad weather and the usual campaign system which I really did think was
inspired. That was it! I had never played it but was hooked. Everything about it just
seemed to sit right with simple rule mechanisms but enough little variations and twists to
cover just about all you could need from a set of Wild West rules.
With the rule system such an inspiration there was nothing more to do other than to start
up a project to do a complete set up for the game. So as my opening line to my story –
where to start!
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There was lots of stuff to consider before the project even got underway! How many of
the forces would I collect and field? Purpose made terrain mat? Size and number of
terrain templates required? Basing size and figures per base? What about the railway and
river?
I was off to a fairly good start. One of my wargaming friends had acquired a largish
collection of 15mm Wild West figures which he was not going to use and he very
generously gave them to me (Thanks Gary!) Examination of the collection revealed a
large number of figures from a range of manufacturers, half a dozen Peter Pig buildings
from the Wild West range, lots of wagons and horses (mostly Peter Pig but a couple
from other ranges) and quite a bit of rolling stock from the Peter Pig Wild West train
albeit no train itself.
Starting with figures, I recognized the Peter Pig figures but there were quite a few others
which were not from the PP stables, so I did a bit of digging round to see what I had. It
was not too difficult as there are not that many manufacturers who do 15mm ranges for
the Old West. My research turned up figures from the Hovels Pony Wars range,
Irregular Miniatures figures and Frei Korps figures from the Yellow Ribbon Wars range.
Experienced wargamers will know that size comparison of figures from the various
manufacturers is always fraught with excitement and wonder! It turned out that the only
figures which didn’t really scale with the rest was the Irregular Miniatures figures in that
they were larger than the other manufacturers ranges. I found that quite unusual in that
my normal experience with Irregular Miniatures 15mm figures is that they are usually
smaller. I did wonder if they were from the 20mm range but as I didn’t buy them I
cannot be sure. So with only the Peter Pig, Hovels and Frei Korps figures left, I was still
in possession of a large number of figures with which to use for the project so what was
the next step?
I had already decided to scratch build most of the terrain for the game as reading the
rules the terrain templates are a certain size – 12” x 6” which is the size of two squares
(6” square recommended for 15mm which is the size I intended to use.) Looking through
the rules at the terrain there were a number of terrain features to consider and these
were:
Gentle hills
Rough hills
Really rough hills
Woods
Depressions
Camps
Crops/Rough grass
Watering holes
Buildings
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As I was going to do the whole set up myself I looked at the rule book to see how many
of each were required. For those unfamiliar with the rules each force can field up to
three terrain features from the above selection but only one of each. So that means a
maximum of two each of the above. If only it were that simple! In a nice little twist of
the rules (one of my favorite parts of the PP rules is these little twists!) is that each force
can field an additional two templates from a list specifically for that particular force. The
templates are the same as the above ones but may duplicate themselves. For example the
Townsfolk force extra choices are Camp, Buildings, Buildings (again!) and Crops. This
means that the Townsfolk can have up to three buildings templates – one from the
general list and two from their special list. So that’s potentially three building templates
just for the Townsfolk!
So sitting down with the faction lists I made up a little matrix which gave me the
maximum number of terrain templates I would require for any of the factions. The two
forces which could field the most of a particular template were added together so I now
knew exactly how many of each type I could potentially require. The totals were:
Gentle hills - 4
Rough hills - 4
Really rough hills - 4
Woods - 4
Depressions - 4
Camps - 4
Crops/Rough grass - 4
Still water – 4
Buildings – 5
That is thirty-seven terrain templates I decided to make. So what size to make them? As
each template takes up two squares that is nice and simple in that each template is 12” x
6”. But and there is always a but, as I had read the rule book from front to back I was
aware that a track could be placed as part of the terrain placement (either a road or rail
track) and the track was to be placed along one of the grid square dividing lines
effectively occupying part of the template. For this reason, after a bit of deliberation I
decided to make my templates 11” x 5”. Big enough to occupy the required two squares
but with enough room to allow a track to be placed along the template boundary without
pushing the template into an adjacent square.
I already had some latex road pieces each 12” long so I put five sections (the maximum
track length required is 5’) in the Wild West terrain heap ready to paint. I also had a
number of resin railway track pieces also 12” long so five of these were also added to
the terrain collection.
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The completed track sections

The completed railtrack
sections

Before I could start with the terrain, I first had to decide on a colour scheme. The Wild
West is usually depicted as an arid environment with hardly any grass and with giant
cacti everywhere. That maybe the case for Arizona and New Mexico but I wanted to
avoid the arid look and go mostly with the prairie grasslands further north in America. It
was at this stage that I decided to have a terrain mat made by one of the companies who
offer printed rubber, cloth, or mouse mat gaming boards.
I went for a 5’ x 3’ rubber backed mat in plains green with a 6” grid printed on it. It
arrived exactly seven days after I ordered it which was excellent service and it is very
good quality. My only criticism of it is that the shade of green is darker than it looked on
the web but it’s still OK and as I am building all of the terrain from scratch, I can now
match the terrain with the colour of the mat.
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Game mat with 6” grid

So back to the terrain and the hills first. All of my existing hills were the wrong shade of
green and the wrong size so making my own was the only way forward. I had a sheet of
high-density polystyrene (pinkboard) and done the gentle hills first. I didn’t mount the
gentle hills on any board but just cut them approx. 11” x 5” so they would fill two
squares but with still enough room for a track if required. Just a gentle incline with no
other features so quite apparent in what it was supposed to represent. After the hills were
cut, shaped, and sanded I covered them with a brown tile grout with coarse sand mixed
in. When dry this gives a nice texture which I then painted with a chocolate brown matt
emulsion paint and dry brushed with a very light brown matt emulsion (I always used
the tester pots sold by the various DIY stores. There is a huge range and you will always
find the colours you are after).
After painting and dry brushing the hills were flocked. I am a fan of Busch scenics and
like to use short static grass where possible and the best match I could find for my
terrain mat was Busch 73111. The hills were flocked with said Busch static grass and I
was now in possession of the first four scenery templates!
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Pink board hills in progress
The rough hills followed a similar format. The only difference being that when I made
the hills, I carved out small irregular depressions in several places on the hill. It was
covered in the usual brown tile grout with sand but after drying and before painting I
added some small ballast in the depressions to represent small rocks. It was painted and
dry brushed as usual but when flocked I left the depressions bare, with no flock applied
so the hill looks rougher than the usual regular hill. That’s the four rough hills
completed! The really rough hills were next but I could not quite decide how I wanted to
depict them, so I pushed them to one side and decided to think about it a bit more before
doing anything more with them.
Crops/Rough grass next and probably the easiest to take care of. I used the artificial
grass sold in the DIY stores. I have a large B&Q near where I live and they sell a range
of different types of artificial grasses and the one I found about the right length for what
I was after was called “Dennis” which is ideal for rough long grass in 15mm. I bought a
few sample pieces and made some irregular shaped templates cut from artists mounting
board which again were approx. 11” x 5”. The artificial grass was stuck on the template
with UHU glue and when dry I used the usual brown tile grout with sand to blend it into
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the template. Painted and dry brushed and job done. To give a bit of variation I also
made some crop templates so I could have either crops or dry grass. These were even
easier as several years ago in one of the large carpet shops I came across coir mats they
were selling in a range of colours including purple if you wanted it! The light green
colour was ideal as a growing crop and I bought some. I cut out several pieces of this
mat 11” x 5” in size. I made these regular in shape as I thought that would look better as
a cultivated crop. A bit of paint to colour the base of the mat and job done.

Crops

Rough grass

One very important point I have learnt over the years is “Buy when you can, not when
you want”. In years past I would always look at something and think “that will be
useful” and when the time came to acquire said useful thing, it would no longer be
available leaving me ruing the fact I should have bought it when I first saw it! No
longer! If I see something which I know will be useful and handy at some point I’ll buy
it there and then and store until the time comes to use it. The coir hair matting is a case
in question and although I had no immediate plans to use it at the time, I bought some
anyway and stuck it in the loft knowing it would come in handy at some point. That was
over 10 years ago!
Woods up next! I was originally just intending to cut a template from artists mounting
board, cover with the grout sand mix, paint, dry brush and flock. The trees would be
based individually and placed on the template and could be moved if required when
moving figures. This is the way I generally do my woods templates but I decided to do it
differently for a couple of reasons.
Individual trees stood on a template although practical don’t look as good as trees
modelled into the template on a permanent basis.
The above is really the only way if movement distances have to be measured and are
critical. As Martin often points out, a square based game does away with this. In effect
you can move the figures round the scenery rather than the scenery round the figures! A
distinct advantage of a square based system!
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For trees I had several bags of the Woodland Scenic tree armatures and decided to use
these. The templates were made from the ubiquitous artists mounting board cut in an
irregular shape but again about 11” x 5”. Each template has about ten trees based on it
and the tree bases (the trees themselves plug into the bases so you can remove them if
you wish) were glued on the template. I couldn’t quite make up my mind how to do the
wood template base so I pulled out my terrain box to see what I could find. Tucked away
at the bottom I had three sheets of a rough grass mat purchased from one of the local
garden centres. This particular garden centre has a summer display of models depicting a
summer scene where you can buy figures, trees, houses etc. and also grass mats to place
these things on. Each one is about 3’ x 2’ and is made of paper covered with flocks of
different shades and lengths. Using the usual “buy when you can” principal I picked up
about three sheets knowing it would come in handy one day.
Now the day had arrived and I decided to use the grass sheets on the wood template
bases and to glue this grass matting to the artists mounting board to represent the wood
floor. After gluing the tree bases to the mounting board template, I covered it with UHU
glue and then placed the grass mat sheet over the top. Being made of paper the spigot of
the tree base easily pushed through covering up the base where it was glued to the board.
The sheet was trimmed to fit the template and the edges of the mounting board painted.
The foliage was then glued to the tree armatures to give the trees somebody leaving the
odd one bare if required to represent a dead tree and then plugged into the tree base
spigots and that was the woods done.
Camps were next on the list and in the box of goodies I had been given were a number
of Indian Tepees and some resin 15mm tents. I think the Indian Tepees were old Hovels
ones and not Peter Pig ones as they were all resin. The Peter Pig ones I think are bigger
and have the cross poles at the top as a white metal casting. Nevertheless, I had enough
for two templates so again I cut out the templates from artists mounting board in an
irregular shape but again approx. 11” x 5”. I glued six tepees to each template and didn’t
use brown grout but just covered the template in wood glue and sprinkled rough sand on
top. Takes a couple of coats to cover effectively and was painted, dry brushed and flock
added round the edges. I painted the tepees after gluing them to the templates before I
sanded them.
The non-Indian camps were done practically the same. I had a mixture of small
traditional shaped tents (again I think they were from Hovels) as well as a number of the
US Hardee tents which look like an Indian tepee (certain these were from Hovels).
Regular shaped templates cut to approx. 11” x 5” but with the tents placed in a line in
two rows representing a temporary but organized camp site. Sanded, painted, dry
brushed and flocked and three templates of these done.
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Camps

Next templates to be done were the still water features. Bases for this was MDF rather
than artists mounting board as the water product I used will warp board so something a
little stronger is required. I used an irregular shape but as always approx. 11” x 5”. These
were fairly straightforward to make and came up really well. The usual mix of brown
tile grout and rough sand mix was then applied over the template covering it completely.
While still wet, with a paint brush I then formed several pools by moving the grout/sand
out of the way going down to the base board. When dry you have a template with
several pools in it which will represent the watering holes. Paint complete template in
the chocolate brown emulsion and dry brush. When dry, paint in a water colour in the
pools and allow to dry before flocking. Leave some areas bare of flock for a nice effect.
Now comes the fun part! I always struggled with finding a varnish shiny enough to
represent water and now have a whole range of varnishes, some far better than others.
You could use gloss paint when painting the water and that may well work but do the
following and it really will look nice.
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Place the template on a flat surface and using modelers glue (the one you use to build
plastic kits and which comes in a tube) carefully fill the water pools with a thin layer of
glue. When making the templates try to make the pools deep enough to add this glue.
Leave overnight to dry and add another thin layer of glue to the pools the next day.
When dry you will have a super shiny water effect pool which looks very realistic. Just
one word of warning! Be aware that when the glue is drying it really does smell. Us old
modelers used to enclosed areas surrounded by enamel paints and thinners will quite like
it! Everyone else won’t!

Water features. Left one is a resin model and
right one is scratch built.
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I had pondered for some time about what to do about the depression templates. The rules
describe these as hollows in the ground which you can see plainly across but cannot see
in or out of. I had several resin depression markers but decided not to use them and have
a go at building them myself.
Templates were the usual artists mounting board and these were cut to a regular 11” x
5”. In my modelling bin I have some thinner sheets of the high-density polystyrene
which is only 10mm thick. I cut out two identically sized irregular shaped bits to fit
within the artists mounting board template. These I glued on top of each other and when
dry cut out the middle part and chamfered the outside edges to look like a gentle slope
which then disappeared into the depression. It looks like an oval donut. This was then
glued to the template, grouted, painted, dry brushed and flocked and looks rather nice!
With only buildings and really rough hill templates left to do I turned my attention back
to the really rough hills. I had in my terrain collection some butte type hills from an
unknown manufacturer. Butte type hills are the ones which look like slab sided blocks
stacked on top of each other. I had two and they were irregular shaped and I decided to
use these for the first two really rough hills. I mounted both on artists mounting board,
one on a regular 11” x 5” template the other on an irregular sized template but again
approx. 11” x 5”. The bases were sanded and then everything was painted, dry brushed
and flocked. Some of the hill was painted in rock colour to show that it was different to a
normal hill and the overall effect wasn’t too bad.
I still needed two more as the terrain matrix came up with a maximum of four but didn’t
have any more of the butte type hills in my collection. What I did have were some resin
sand dunes from another unknown manufacturer. Some had rocks modeled into the
dunes and would be ideal when painted in the usual terrain colour. Two templates from
the artists mounting board approx. 11” x 5” and a few of the dunes glued onto each of
the templates. The usual grout and sand mix applied, painted, dry brushed and flocked
and that was another two really rough hills completed.
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Completed very rough hills

I deliberately left the building templates until last as I was undecided on how best to
base and mount the buildings. It was the same dilemma I had with the wood templates,
place the buildings on a template and the buildings can be moved if required or model
the buildings to the template itself. Less flexible but would look better and after many
musings I eventually I decided, just like the woods, to mount the buildings on the
template. The terrain template matrix gave a maximum of five building templates and as
the buildings are resin and quite heavy, the usual artists mounting board would not be
strong enough, so I cut out enough 11” x 5” template bases from 3mm MDF.
I had five of the Peter Pig Wild West buildings in the box of goodies I had been given at
the very start of the project so I was off to a flying start. I do like the Peter Pig buildings
and I had four of the Store type buildings (two of each) and the Wood cabin. After some
experimenting, I found that the templates looked about right with three buildings on the
template as it still left enough space on it to place any figures. So my five buildings gave
me just under two of the five templates required. To make up the numbers a swift order
to Peter Pig saw me order another Wood cabin (that completed the second template), the
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saloon, the livery stable and the church together with some fences, signs, gravestones,
trough and hitch rails etc. with which to add detail if required.
The order arrived promptly (as always!) and I found that another template used the
saloon and livery stable. They are fairly big buildings so one at either end of the
template looked right and I made a bit of a corral on the side of the stables using the
fences. That’s template number three.
The church was placed at one end of a template and I made an enclosure round the other
end with some resin walls I already had, to be used as the cemetery – Boot Hill! That
was building template number four sorted out and just one more to go!
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The church and cemetery

Marshal’s Office

Saloon

Buildings template
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Before I rushed headlong into the last template, I had a quick look at the template matrix
to make sure I had covered everything. As I reviewed it, I noticed that if fielding Plains
Indians against the US army, each side could pick a building template but reasoned that
the Indian player might not want to choose a buildings template as if he was the attacker
that aided the defender so only one building might be used, selected by the US Army
player. One of the four templates above could have done but they look better when used
together as a town type complex so I thought about what would look right as a single
stand-alone building template in the middle of nowhere.
A quick rummage through my terrain box gave me a couple of options. I found a Hovels
Homestead comprising a wooden farmhouse and out-building and together with the
Peter Pig fencing to form a boundary round the entire template, the Big T ranch came
into being! That made more sense – a ranch as the only building for miles around!
Another option was a fort type complex for the US army itself which again I thought
would look quite good. Gladiator games produce both a palisade fence in 15mm and a
US wood fort in 15mm. Straights, corners and gates are all available so not wishing to
skimp I worked out how many pieces I would need to cover the usual 11” x 5” template
for both the fort and palisade fence and promptly ordered enough for both. The order
arrived quickly and after much playing around I decided that I preferred the palisade
fence surround and that formed another buildings template. Now I had six building
templates so one more than required but nice to have a choice.
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The Big T Ranch and Stockade. Work in progress.
House by Hovels

Having the railway track and train as part of the project it also made perfect sense to
have a railway station and having the Peter Pig train station and Water Tower in my
terrain box now gave me building template number seven. I fiddled with the building
and railway track and found that when the railway track was placed against the edge of
the template with the train on the track, the gap between the train and the platform was
big. Too big for me and to make it look right there were a couple of options. The first
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option was to cut off one side of the embankment on one section of railway track for its
entire length so the track abutted the template. This was not really feasible as I had no
guarantee how it would look like when completed or how easy it would be to
accomplish.
The second option and the one I went for was to cut a bit off the bottom of the platform
on the station allowing it to overhang the template and to practically touch the train on
the track. This was fairly straightforward with a fine bladed saw and looked far better.
The fact that the platform overhangs the template makes no difference as it’s only going
to be used with a railway track.
In all cases I painted the building completely before fixing them to the MDF bases. I
added the extras (hitch rails, signposts etc.) as required and the bases were covered with
PVA glue and sanded. Base was painted and dry brushed and flock was applied to the
ranch and palisade enclosure as they are stand-alone pieces. The other building
templates had practically no flock applied. Nothing grows on a busy street and you will
see what I’ve done from the photographs.
One thing which really did bring the building to life was adding notice boards and signs
to the buildings. Loads available on-line and download, re-sized as required, printed on
160gsm card, cut out and glued onto the building. I was really amused to find I had a
sign for Foy and Associates mostachery! If you’ve seen the film, you’ll understand and
one of my building templates has the town name of Old Stump!
The only thing left with regards to the scenery is the pieces to represent the sixteen
squares of partial cover. During the various template making, I made up small bases of
individual or pairs of trees, small areas of rough grass, resin pieces showing rocks or
felled trees etc. and have more than enough to cover the sixteen squares.
That’s the scenery part of the project done so let’s look at the figures. Before I could
even work out what was required there were a couple of important decisions to make
with regards to the basing of the figures. The guidelines in the rules give several options
with figures on foot based on a standard Peter Pig 30mm x 30mm base with two or three
figures to a base. The leader of the unit is to be based as a single figure. Mounted units
are based on a 30mm x 40mm base again with two to three figures per base and leaders,
just like those with foot units, are based individually. As Martin quite rightly points out
in the rules, base sizes are not that important providing both sides use a similar approach
as with a square based game system it’s the occupying of the square which is important
not measuring from the base. The base size is therefore down to the individual which
means that people who have already got figures based up on different sized bases can
use them without the need to re-base them with no impact on the game. Excellent selling
point and relevant to all of the square based game systems.
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My collection of armies are based using both square/rectangular bases and also circular
bases. For the more regimented and organized armies such as Napoleonic, SYW, ECW
etc. I use a square/rectangular type of base to represent the armies in something
resembling an ordered formation, line, column etc. For my WW2 collection I prefer a
round base to represent a looser type of formation. So do I use a square or round base?
As the scale of Western is about one model to one figure with the men operating in
loose, irregular formations I opted for round bases. It’s just me and it really makes no
difference to the game what type of base you use.
Next decision was how many figures to mount on a base. For the foot units I was
initially going to go for three figures per base and mounted units with two per base. For
consistency to make each base actually represent two men I eventually settled on two
figures per base with leaders mounted singularly. With this decision done I could now
go through all the forces and work out what I needed to make up a force from all those
in the book. To assist in this undertaking, I knocked up an excel spreadsheet giving me
running totals of the points value and had no end of fun selecting forces from the book.
With the force sheets I now knew how many bases I would require from each force and
it was a simple task to go through the figures I had been given to see how many bases I
could form and what was required. A fairly hefty order was put through to Peter Pig and
collected from Salute 2019 to bring up the numbers to what I required to complete all of
the forces.
The painting started and the first force to be done was the US army. I had both cavalry
and infantry and just to ensure I covered all of my options I made sure I had both an
artillery piece and a Gatling gun with their respective crews. A bit of research on the
web and from my reference books and the painting started. I have to say I thoroughly
enjoyed painting the figures. I had been painting nothing but 15mm Napoleonic’s for the
previous year and a change is as good as a rest as the old proverb goes!
The foot figures were based on 25mm diameter bases - a 2p coin size. I used the
Renendra plastic bases and it was two figures to a base with the leader mounted
singularly on the same sized base. The cavalry were again mounted two on a base but
using a 30mm diameter base instead. I found that, depending on the pose of the horse,
you could not quite get two figures on 25mm diameter base but a 30mm diameter base
was fine. You could use the 30mm diameter base for the foot figures as well but I found
the 30mm diameter base just a bit too large for my liking with only the two foot figures
on the base. Mounted leaders were also based singularly on a 30mm diameter base. For
wounded markers I used the dead (prone!) figures, and these were mounted singularly
on a 25mm diameter base.
The force commander was mounted individually on a 40mm diameter base (as befitting
his rank and stature!) and I also based the artillery piece with crew, the Gatling gun with
crew and the horse holder bases (for indicating dismounted cavalry) on 40mm diameter
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bases. That was everything done for the US army with the exception of the liabilities and
more about those later.

Next up were the Plains Indians. Exactly the same as the above with foot and casualties
on 25mm diameter bases, mounted on 30mm diameter bases and the force commander
and horse holders on 40mm diameter bases. These didn’t take too long and I soon had
two forces ready to go with all the terrain required and a first outing with the forces was
planned – and then came the 2020 lockdown!
So a real pain but also a golden opportunity to paint more figures and increase my
options! I decided to go with the Settlers force next and for the mounted rifle figures,
foot rifle figures and Commander I used some Essex Miniatures Boers from their
Colonial range I had in my unpainted pile. Not quite accurate figures but they look good
(most have beards as befitting strangers from a foreign land!) and fit in nicely with the
Peter Pig figures. Mounted pistols and foot pistols were Peter Pig figures and the whole
force did not take too long to paint.
It was about this time that I had another think about the figures I had for the various
forces. As mentioned earlier I had already calculated how many figures I needed to do
each of the forces and I already had all I needed, however, each of the forces figures I
had would always be the same as I only had a single force calculated for each. So, every
time I used the Settlers it would be the same number of figures which is no problem but
takes away the fun of calculating a different force composition each time. This was done
to save a bit of time when playing as you simply picked up the force sheet and grabbed
the figures without spending time costing up the force. Wouldn’t it be nice to have
variations, perhaps all mounted, lots of veterans or all raw? All within the parameters of
the force composition lists but still lots of variations.
So back on the force costing spreadsheet again and I made up six different compositions
for each force so six Plains Indians, six US army, six Cattlemen etc. This allowed
variation when playing so now it was select the force and roll a D6 to see how the force
is made up. Of course, this meant a review of all the forces and I now had to calculate
the extra figures I would need for each of the forces as well as ensuring, regardless of
which variations of the forces were pitted against each other, I had enough to do both
sides. My requirements now gave me the need to ensure I had enough figures for
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38 bases of mounted long shooters
47 bases of mounted short shooters
38 bases of foot long shooters
62 bases of foot short shooters
12 bases of mounted leaders
12 bases of foot leaders
32 bases of casualties (16 for each force on the board)
8 bases of dismounted horse holders
6 bases of commanders (1 for each force)
This covered all my options for Settlers, Cattlemen, Townsfolk, Gunmen, Lawmen and
Workers.

For the US Cavalry/Army
25 bases of US mounted cavalry
30 bases of US army on foot
6 bases of mounted leaders
6 bases of foot leaders
1 artillery base
1 Gatling gun base
16 bases of casualties
4 bases of dismounted horse holders
1 base for the commander

For the Plains Indians
7 bases of mounted with long shooters
25 bases of mounted with bows
7 bases of foot with longs shooters
21 bases of foot with bows
6 bases of mounted leaders
6 bases of foot leaders
16 bases of casualties
4 bases of dismounted horse holders
1 base for the force commander
Another order to Peter Pig followed to make up the numbers which arrived in record
time as always and my overall collection now grew to approximately 318 mounted
figures and 340 foot figures.

Liabilities
One of the concepts of the rules I really thought was an excellent idea, was that
concerning liabilities. In this one little aspect of the rules all of the things like wagons,
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mule trains, civilians, stagecoaches etc. can be included and are covered in a very clever
way. The defending force decides before the game begins whether or not to have
liabilities with their force. These represent the things of value to that particular force and
will gain the defending force victory points if they still are in possession of them at the
end of the game but equally, can give the attacking force victory points if he captures
them during the game. The defending force can have none, one or two liabilities during
the game.
The force lists give suggestions for what the liability may be such as wagons for the
Settlers, cattle for the Cattlemen etc. Here I decided that I would do two liabilities for
each force and could use just about anything I had. The box I was given at the start of
the project contained at least eight wagons as well as civilians etc. so more than enough
to do whatever I wanted. Base sizes are again irrelevant as it’s a square based game but,
in the rules, the suggested size for a liability base is 40mm x 60mm which is a nice size,
however, I decided on a 30mm x 90mm base size. Main reason was that in the box I was
given was a stagecoach (not sure the manufacturer) which just would not fit on a 40mm
x 60mm base. Fitted on a 30mm x 90mm base though so that’s the size I went with. I
had lots of fun painting the liabilities and I ended up doing
US Army – two mule trains.
Plains Indians – one base of villagers and one base of a mounted family with
travois.
Settlers – two wagons.
Cattlemen – two bases of Longhorn cattle.
Lawmen – one Stagecoach and one prison wagon
Gunmen – two bases of horses (Horse thieves!)
Townsfolk – one base of civilians and one funeral procession!
Workers – one payroll wagon and one supply wagon.
So just about everything done but just a couple of other things to take care of. The
roads/tracks and rivers are additional features but I wanted to make sure I had all the
options open to me, so I had a look to see what was required.
As mentioned earlier I had 5’ of latex dirt track already in my collection and this was
painted and dry brushed. The same with the railway track albeit it was resin rather than
latex but again painted and dry brushed and job done. That just left the rivers to take
care of. The rules indicate that if a river is used its placed on one of the long table edges
and is one square deep so that gives a river 5’ long x 6” deep. I decided to make sections
of river rather than buy commercial ones and again I used the ubiquitous artists
mounting board. I cut five sections 12” x 6” to place along one board edge and decided
only to model one river bank – the one on the table not the back edge. For the river bank
I used some old cork tiles I had in my modelling box and cut some narrow strips which I
then chamfered both sides to give a slope from the river to the top of the bank and then
down to the table again. I covered the banks with the grout/sand mix and painted the
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usual brown and dry brushed. The river itself was painted in shade of blue and given a
couple of coats of gloss varnish.

Before doing any flocking of the sections I just pulled out the rule book again to make
sure I hadn’t missed anything and one thing that did jump out was how to combine the
rivers with any track or railway. Rivers always have two crossings and the rules mention
a ferry and a ford with the crossing always in the centre of the square. I scratch built a
ferry (used Wills scenic wood embossed plasticard) and a ford (a piece of textured card
to lay across the river) to place as required. If a river is used with a track or railway there
is an added complication in that as tracks or railways are placed between the junction of
squares rather than in the centre, I had to model crossings in different places. I got round
this by making another river section (so I had six in all) and when applying the flock I
left an area bare in the centre of one section (effectively the junction between two
squares) the width of the track so the track would blend in nicely. I also left a section
bare on the left hand side of one section (half a track width) and the right side of another
(again half a track width) so when placed together I had a crossing between two of the
river sections at the 12”, 24”, 36” and 48” points.
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Rivers awaiting flock and varnish!
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I scratched built a bridge for a track crossing and a bridge for the railway crossing as the
book mentions that any track or railway which cross the river will do so via a bridge so
both scratch built and all the scenery was complete. Well, nearly! As the river is 6” wide
I found I needed a 6” wide track section and a 6” railway section to make the tracks
complete as my five lengths of track and railtrack were all 12” long so I found another
piece of each and cut them in half to make the smaller lengths!
So a nice little project and thoroughly enjoyable. I have now painted and based all of the
figures and the whole project from start to finish has taken me under 12 months which is
not too bad at all considering I have painted over 1,000 castings and scratch build all the
terrain!
I’m not suggesting for one minute that you approach anything you are doing like this but
I do find it useful to spend a bit of time doing preparation before rushing into anything
and making mistakes which may have to be corrected later.
Hope you enjoyed this and don’t forget to try Western. Great rules and you won’t regret
it!
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2. Paint and build

by Brent

Brent has constructed some mini dioramas that can be viewed from all directions.
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3. Lockdown Army 1 – or how a
£10 voucher cost me £80 By Chris
Well, it all began pre lockdown. I had once again proved my prowess in an L’Art De La
Guerre (ADLG) competition held at Entoyment in December 2019, 5 games played won
none drawn one and lost four! Not surprisingly I won the wooden spoon but at least this
came with a £10 voucher, I used this voucher to buy a pack of Forged in Battle Greek
Hoplites - always useful staple in many an ancient army. I used to own a few but had
sold these off some time ago when my interest in ancients had waned, however ADLG
had rekindled this interest. I liked the look of the Forged in Battle figures, each pack
contained 24 figures which includes command and a variety of poses, the spears and
‘hoplons’ were attached so no super glue required. These were soon painted; this gave
me three bases of Hoplite infantry which was not enough to provide an allied command
under ADLG. Working in Poole also meant a trip to Entoyment on the way home was
easy so a couple more packs of Forged in Battle Hoplites were purchased. This would
give me nine bases of Hoplites, which is of course too many bases for an allied
command but not enough for a full blown army. This combined with reading Great
Battles of the Classical Greek World by Owen Rees got me looking ADLG army list 60
- Classical Greek. There is no great sophistication to a Greek Hoplite Army it would be
heavy spear with a few light infantry bases for support. I thought this might be a good
option as my bits and pieces Wars of the Roses army had let me down in December,
perhaps the way to go was simple, line up, advance and take on anything in the way,
what could go wrong?
This is how things remained until March when lockdown suddenly appeared on the
horizon. I now had nine bases of hoplites painted and based, I had been distracted in
January by a PBI early WW2 German army needed for a games day at Entoyment. Now
all gaming had stopped, both the Dorchester and Weymouth clubs in a hiatus and I was
reading Donal Kegan’s book on the Peloponnesian War. Museum Miniatures also had a
new range of Greek figures which looked good, if I was going to paint up a Classical
Greek army then their Hoplites, javelin men, cavalry and light infantry looked the part.
Little Big Man studios had also produced a range of shield transfers specifically for the
museum figures. At this point any sensible person would study the army list, work out
what figures were required for the variation they wanted and put in an order for these
figures. I tend not to work like this, I tend to order figures I like the look of, paint them
and then worry about the army list. I know I’ll need more Hoplites so that’s easy I order
some of these. I know in a game I might come across some rough terrain or might face
some elephants so some javelinmen/peltasts could come in useful, so I order some of
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them. I might need to provide cover for the Hoplites so I order some slingers, and light
infantry archers would be useful too. What about cavalry? The Greeks weren’t known
for their cavalry, but the list does have a Thessalian option, so I’d better get some of
those.
Museum Miniatures turned the order round surprisingly quickly and the figures arrived
within ten days. Size wise they matched the Forged in Battle figures; the poses and
design are such that I don’t think they would go well in the same unit, the shield on the
museum figures being bigger than those on the Forged in Battle figures. I work full time
and continued to work throughout lockdown. Wargaming is a hobby I enjoy as a
distraction from everyday life, I enjoy both the social side of playing and the solitary
side of painting so despite not being able to game I can relax by painting figures. The
Little Big Man Studios’ transfers work wonders on the Hoplites as your eyes are drawn
to these hiding the rest of the figure.
By May/June 2020 I had pretty much painted all the figures. My £10 worth of free
figures had by now cost me in the region of £80 and God knows how many hours of
painting. The good news was that lockdown was about to be eased so there was a real
possibility of gaming again. It was now time to think how I could turn this collection
into a viable classical Greek army using the ADLG system. So next time I’ll go into my
thoughts concerning army list design and how I try and turn this bunch of figures into a
viable army.
Chris
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(above) Museum miniatures Greek cavalry

(above) Museum miniatures Greek hoplites
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(above) Forged in Battle hoplites

(above) Forged in Battle Spartan hoplites

(above) Museum miniatures Thracians
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4. Stewart’s hill by Stewart
This hill is fitted to a 6x6 inch template. It is to be used as an objective square in
Mexican revolution, WW1 or WW2 games.
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5. Head Swops

by Miles

I have been prompted to write this short article as there seems to be some
misunderstanding about “Head Swops”. I will admit that model making and modelling is
very easy for me, as I’ve been doing it for nearly 50 years.
But really this is quite a simple process to do, if you have the right products i.e. mainly a
figure and a head, both of which Peter Pig provide. Of course, other figures can be used,
but whether they are the right scale etc, that may not be guaranteed. The other thing you
need is the right tools to do the job. So hopefully I can show with this text and pictures
provided that the process is relatively simple. Practice is your best thing: you will find
that after doing a few of them, it becomes an easy process, not a frightening chore.
The most important thing needed is a drill or drills, mechanical or electrical drills can be
used. I have 3 Dremel devices and currently 3 pin vice drills: also, many small drill
pieces. I usually use a 1mm drill to make the initial hole then up to 1.6 mm to widen the
hole. Also, small files and a knife are useful, and long-nosed pliers(for twisting heads
off) and cleaning tools, old toothbrushes, wire type brushes etc. Filler (Green Stuff and
the old Squadron one preferably) and superglue are also very important.
First off, get your new heads (in my pictures, these are British pattern helmet) and then
the figures that you want to change: mine are British Home Guard, and I want to convert
the soft hats into helmeted heads, as these figures represent pre-1940 style British Battle
dress and so can be used for later WW1 figures (as these figures will be added to my
WW1 figures for Square Bashing mainly).

The willing victims, awaiting their extreme “haircut”
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So now you have both of these, the old heads need to be “twisted off” the figures - as
has been mentioned, using long-nosed pliers is best. If you want to keep the heads to be
re used, then don’t squeeze too hard on the pliers ! Try and twist in a quick and clean
movement as this then leaves a nice break and a good surface to work with.

Hats off!
Now get your figure and comfortably grip it, as you now need to drill a hole where the
head was. Remember when you drill you need to drill towards the back of the “collar” or
where a person’s spine would be, as on PP figures you can usually see where the collar
is. Since the pin on the head “neck” is at the back of the head, if you drill the hole
towards the front of the body the head will look “weird” once the head is in place. You
will see what I mean once you have done this a couple of times yourself.
If you use Electrical drills like a Dremel, you will of course experience heat and friction
being transmitted through the figure: it gets bloody hot... …so if you’re using your
fingers to hold it, you will find out. Also, when using a Dremel and other electrical drills
there is a risk of damage to the figure and more importantly your finger: trust me, a 1
mm drill will go through your finger!!! I find it’s best to use 10,000 -15,000 RPM to
drill a nice clean hole into the torso, as if you go too slowly the metal feels as if it is
resisting you. Hence these days I use the pin vice type drills.
Electric drills do the work seemingly quickly, but I find I have more control by twisting
the drill by hand into the figure. At the same time, an electrical drill, can then be used to
clean up the outside, so good and bad with both methods.
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The tools of the trade: a selection of pin vices
I usually use a 1mm drill for the first hole and try to go in to a depth of 5mm (or 1/4
inch) give or take a bit. I then usually use a bigger drill, as 1 mm is OK for the “pin” on
the head, but then you need to have room for the glue and filler, so I usually then dill a
1.5/1.6mm hole. I find this is big enough to have filler, glue and the pin in the same
hole: this combination is the best way to hold the head in place permanently once dried.

A neat hole in the neck (top view)
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The head: Martin has left us all a nice long pin to work with. I usually dry-fit this first,
as you will then be able to gauge how much of a pin you need to leave on the head. The
longer this is, the better the “purchase” the head will have in the torso. Once you have
the hole as you feel will do as you require, cut the pin’s length to suit.

Cutting the “pins” to length
I then put some filler into the hole, then I put superglue onto the pin before placing the
head into the hole. Yes, filler will then be pushed up out of the hole too. I usually dry-fit
a 1mm brass rod into the hole first to get the filler “boil” up and out, so I can then trim
off some of the excess filler. I try to leave some in still, as you can use the filler/glue mix
to form a “neck” for the figure. As I also drill a bigger hole, sometimes you can open up
the “front” of the torso by mistake, so this excess can be used to re-model a neck and
front on your figure, although this doesn’t always happen. It depends on the body and
the head angels, but again you will see this once you have done a few conversions.
Sometimes you have to bring the head back out and put some more glue back on the pin,
as sometimes the filler and glue don’t always blend the first time, in which case the head
will feel loose.
Then once it has all dried, I usually get a knife into the figure and scrap the excess
filler/glue away from it, then clean up the area with sandpaper, stiff brushes, files etc. I
will leave this up to you what to use. Obviously, the more stout these “tools” are, then
the more damage you can do to your figure, so please take care.
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The finished articles
The good thing about doing these conversions is that when you replace the head, you
can change its direction head: looking left to right and looking up or down, or a
combination of both ? I always use myself as a “practice doll” [Ed: I always think of you
as a doll, Miles] because you can go too far? It might be impossible for a real person to
have their head in a particularly unnatural position.
So, you can have several figures of the same pose but making them all look different by
having the heads pointing in slightly different directions and can even “animate” them to
seemingly be reacting to other figures on that particular base.
Hopefully, you have found this short article to be inspiration towards doing your own
first head swops ???
Miles
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6. Rocky Outcrops for RFCM
Games by Miles
I was asked to do some scenery for a couple of the Peter Pig Game systems we all play.
For those that don’t know me, I do like to make my own scenery pieces, usually out of
materials that a lot of people throw away. As I am a “Refuse Collector” or Dustman, as
most people know my profession, this makes picking up odd bits ‘n pieces and things
relatively easy: the phrase “one man’s rubbish is another man’s treasure” is a very true
phrase; if you look at life at a slightly different angle as I do?
The PP Western game has some extra scenery that we don’t usually encounter in our
usual “European” based games. Also, a new game is being play tested, based on the
Mexican Revolution of the 1900’s. One of these features is “Rocky Outcrops”, based on
6 x 6-inch Objective Template and also a 12 x 6-inch Terrain Template. Martin usually
uses a S & A Scenics Rough Hill Template with 2 of the Peter Pig “Rocky Outcrops”
resin models placed on top; so I thought I could make them look a bit more realistic and
less makeshift. So, I’ve made one with the “full’ models and one with the “partial”
models. Also, Stewart, asked me to come up with my take on the “Rocky Outcrop”
objective, so I’ve done one for myself and one for Stewart.
What I am going to write about here is mainly doing rocky type terrain templates, but a
lot of the processes here can be used and adapted for anything ranging from basic figure
bases’ rendering to templates of various types, natural or engineered. As in any
modelling project, practice does make perfect, also imagination and not making
impossible levels can make most things achievable. Loads of money is not always the
answer: what you have about the house and shed can be used to make these things
possible.
So, with all this in mind, this a description in text form and some pictures of how I made
these Templates.
After I’ve decided what I am going to do, sometimes I’ve already collected the required
materials, but if not I then start looking out for materials as needed.
The first part of the materials needed is a board to build upon. 2-3mm through to 5-6mm
sheet wood, MDF, hardboard and not so much plywood (as this can splinter). MDF is
my preferred wood as it is easy to cut and shape. Offcuts and some large packaging
materials are the best places to obtain these; old furniture(old drawers)and prints and
painting backings can also be good places to find suitable material.
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Shape of the Templates: if it’s an Objective (6” x 6”) or Building or Road type, then
they are usually square sides and edges. If it’s a more natural Template (12” x 6”) like a
Wood, Marsh, Hill etc, then its rounded sides and edges. To shape these, either draw a
figure 8 and then add a bit of “fat” to the middle, or even just simply round off the
corners as long as it doesn’t look too engineered!
One thing I’ve learned is that some materials used are heavier than others: when bits of
scenery are put together in a big box, it can become quite a weighty box ! So please
choose your materials wisely.
When making Rocky Outcrops, you need to make height in your Template, as well as
rocky features. Bark is a very good medium for this, and pet shops catering for reptiles
are a good place to obtain it. To pack out the height needed, polystyrene is also a good
medium: a high-quality, very dense type is the best to model and work with if possible,
as you can cut and sand it into shape (within reason). The best way to stick polystyrene
is with a hot glue gun, I find.
I cut the bark to fit the Objective Template and stick it down to form the basic shape.
Afterwards I backfill the gaps behind with shaped polystyrene. For the other 12” x 6”
Templates, I used polystyrene to form bases for the Peter Pig resin structures (again
sticking the polystyrene down with hot glue), having first roughly shaped them to
correspond with the basic resin base shapes.

Polystyrene, bark and Peter Pig outcrops forming the core
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Other ways of achieving the same sort of shapes and structures include using bits/chunks
of polystyrene in various directions, also bits of stones like slate etc, or paper mâché – in
fact , anything that can give you jagged and uneven edges, and shapes that look like a
rocky mass.
Once you have your basic shape, you then have to render the surface. This I find is a
process that needs several layers. I usually use a basic wall filler, tile grout or – as in this
example – air-drying clay (DAS). Milliput and green stuff can also be used if you need
to/are doing smaller bases/templates. Whatever you use, you have to remember that your
paint and surface coverings must be able to stick: some plastic-oriented glues may not be
suitable.

Taking shape…
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After you have got something of the basic shape required, add sand and/or mini stones
or a mix of these onto your surface. As I used clay this time around, I added this texture
after the clay had dried; but if you use filler and especially grout you can do this straight
away, using the wet surfaces as a glue for your sand to adhere to. The other way to do
this is by mixing sand in with a household matt emulsion and simply painting this
mixture on.
This process can cover up a lot of things, as well as help to strengthen your structure.

Now with some rendering
Once you have achieved your desired shape and have rendered the surface, you then
need to paint it. As I’ve described before, especially when doing a rocky environment,
layering your colours is the best way around this. Because it is a natural feature, being
exact with your painting isn’t something you have to worry too much about. I usually
put a dark colour down first to fill the gaps and add a “shadow”: try and make sure this
coat does get into the cracks and crevices as much as possible. Then you can start adding
your rock colours, and soil and sand colours: dark first to lighter colours. Once you have
got the basic colours in place, an ink wash is always advisable. This can be one or
several colours separately or mixed: I usually water down a lot of these, but I will leave
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this up to you - don’t overwhelm your original colours !!! This can be overdone if you’re
not too careful.
As I was doing these for the Wild West, as with scenery I’ve done before I painted the
rocks red in colour to match my earlier work. The grey template was done to match
terrain I had made before for Stewart.
Then you highlight your surface to archive the result you want. To be honest, you can
repeat the painting of basic colours, wash and highlights several times to try and get the
desired effects. What and how you do this is again down to practice, your skill and what
part of the world you want to represent.
For me, I usually do European types of games, mid-America (ACW) and some desert
type games. Try to remember to keep a consistent colour amongst your terrain features:
they don’t have to be exact as these are natural features. So with that in mind, for most
European types of terrain, Whitby Brown (a British uniform/dark ochre colour). Black,
sepia and various brown inks are then applied (please play with these and water down).
Then highlight with a yellow/cream and light stone type of colour, depending on what
part of the European environment you want to create. This is a generalisation of colours:
the lighter, whiter type of colour you put on as a highlight, the more sandy/Southern area
you will be representing. Obviously, the darker, more yellow/brown it looks, the higher /
Northern and muddy area it will represent.
Then you can add grass tufts (commercially available or homemade) and grass sprinkles
on your terrain. The colour and concentration of grass obviously depends on where your
terrain piece is meant to be, but as a friend of mine once said if “it looks like a snooker
table”, meaning too much grass flecking on your terrain piece, then it’s looking too
smooth and unnatural!
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Some of the finished templates
Miles
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7. “Atlas Editions” 1/100th trains
by Miles

Atlas editions produces collectible models. Miles has assembled a
compendium of their 1/100th railway engines.
These are very high quality models. The affixed base/mount can be
unscrewed and removed.
The models fit on TT gauge track.
They really are just the job for 15mm gaming. E best way to obtain them
is from E bay.
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8. Mexican revolution buildings
By Neil
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Most houses represented in old photos of the Mexican Revolution are from scenes of
street fighting in cities or from places like Juarez on the Mexican/US border. The actual
choice of scenery is far more varied. Parts of Mexico resembled the tropics with lush
countryside and ready access to resources like palm thatch and timber. These are
however poorly represented for reference purposes. The familiar adobe dwellings from
cinema were largely confined to the more arid parts of the North and West. A note of
caution though; the majority of films were shot in Spain, New Mexico and Californian
“Movie” ranches. Thus, sources of authentic Mexican locations are poorly represented.
In the countryside and towns alike houses for most were simple, rectangular one or two
room dwellings. Those in the towns and villages usually had flat roofed mud brick and
adobe buildings huddled together in terraces with blank facades pierced at intervals by
tall narrow doors and windows for better shade and ventilation. The windows looking
out onto the streets often had iron grilles or bars and were often shuttered. This suited
the climate. It also made them excellent defensive structures.
Most domestic activity took place unseen in the rear of these houses. A few photos taken
from higher vantage points suggest what is going on behind. Following typical Mayan
and/or Spanish colonial practice a back door opened directly opposite the front door for
ventilation leading out into a small walled yard. From there small gates led into
alleyways between the blocks. Larger yards often had abutting ramshackle outbuildings
and lean-tos. Slightly wealthier households may have had verandahs and patios.
For my own MexRev forces I wanted to create a few modular blocks of houses to
recreate the feel of street fighting in a village or small town. This called for examples of
the more familiar adobe look of NW Mexico and inspiration came from old photos of
battle-scarred Juarez. This step-by-step guide illustrates the process of creating one such
block. Similar buildings can be found extending all the way from Saharan Africa, Egypt
and the Middle East all the way to the mud brick dwellings of Afghanistan and parts of
Asia. This building style is therefore suitable for Western, Colonial and other theatres
right up to the modern period.
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#1 Design and layout
The overall footprint of the base had to be large enough to represent an urban block
with buildings and spaces large enough for the placement of some strategic figure
stands. Having settled on a general layout the design of the houses could begin.
Room sizes were estimated at approx 10’ square or a bit larger which equates to roughly
30 x 30mm or thereabouts. In 3mm scale a 2’ narrow doorway is 6mm wide. Modelling
matches are 2mm wide (which is overscale but cheap and chunky for doorframes). A
10mm wide aperture was therefore used for doors and windows for the sake of
simplicity.
Old photos show doors and windows set almost 8’ high (~25mm) at the lintels with
window sills about 18” to 2’ (5 to 6mm) from ground level. Allowing for a
doorstep/raised threshold made the doors probably around 7’ (~20mm). The average
roofline was estimated at between 13-15’ (40 to 45mm). Allowing for a low parapet that
made the walls a total of 45-50mm high.
The example block is an L shape of 4 houses with 2 additional doors connecting directly
to a walled compound to the rear. An additional lean-to in the angle was also planned.
This gave a 4 x 6 inch build mounted on a 7 x 5 inch base. Allowing suitable spacing
this determined the placement of the doors and windows.

#2 Cutting the walls
The overall length of all the walls joined together was marked out allowing an extra
20mm for a tab. 50mm high strips were then cut from 5mm thick sheet foamcore. (This
is a tad overscale at ~18” thick but it is readily available, quite forgiving and sturdy for
most modelling purposes). Even the smallest off-cuts were saved for use later.
The walls were then marked out all around. Care was taken not to mark or score the
outer faces. V slots were cut on the inner faces to allow the strip to be folded and creased
into the desired shape. This left only one join necessary. The folds create a slightly
rounded exterior with no raw foam edges and neatly recreate the organic adobe look. It
is best to plan the walls so the tab is on a readily accessible corner that can be hidden or
disguised.
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[picture 1 here]

#3 Cut the Vees and dry run
45 degree angle cuts approx. 5mm either side of the marks were made with a scalpel on
the inner wall through the card skin and body of the foam (but not all the way through).
Be wary of cutting the wrong side if planning a reverse corner for an L-shape! Remove
the V strip and tidy the channel where necessary. Pin together with long dressmaker’s
pins as a dry run to see how well it fits together. Crease the folds as desired and correct
any cuts.
To create the end tab cut through the inner face and foam body of the tab leaving the
outer card skin untouched. Slide the scalpel (or better still sharp broad-bladed craft
knife) just beneath the outer skin and remove the excess. Fold the tab over and crop to
size (allow for a 5mm wall thickness). Cut a wavy edge on the end which should make
masking the join later much easier.
[pictures 2 and 3 here]
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#4 Cutting windows and doors
It is far easier to cut out the apertures for the windows and doors on a flat surface/cutting
mat at this stage rather than later on. Unless you want to model a door entirely open it is
not necessary to cut all the way through. Leave the inner card skin intact onto which
balsa doors and shutters can be glued. Using a sharp scalpel cut almost all the way
through the outer layer and carefully lever off the excess. This usually comes out pretty
cleanly but gentle scratching with the tip of the scalpel blade removes any excess foam
from the inner card surface. Doors are more straightforward since the blade can be slid
up from the base of the model to reach into the corners cleanly.
[picture 4 here]
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#5 Pinning and gluing walls
Once the basic shell and detail has been created, glue the net together with PVA in the
Vs pinning them securely in place with dressmaker’s pins. A solvent free, high grab
adhesive can glue down the tab and any raw foam joins. A temporary strip of masking
tape will hold the tab secure and additional foamcore scraps can be pinned into the walls
to hold them in the desired shape. Don’t worry if the angles are not perfect as any
irregularities lend character to the build.
[picture 5 here]
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#6 Adding the roof panel
Place the dried, glued building over a sheet of foamcore and draw the profile of the inner
walls. Use this as the template to cut out the roof panel. Save even the smallest offcuts.
Determine the height to set the roof (45mm thus an internal height of 40mm allowing for
the 5mm thickness of the foamcore).
Using the saved strips and offcuts cut them 40mm long. Glue them using high grab glue
to the inside corners of the shell to support the roof panel (Any raw foam edges will
need a solvent free glue). It doesn’t matter if it is strictly even or level. A dab of PVA or
solvent free glue on top of the supports and at strategic intervals along the insides of the
walls will secure the roof panel when pressed into place. Pin into the walls if/where
necessary until dry.
[picture 6 here]
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#7 Distressing
Determine where you want to place wear and tear and battle damage on the walls. Mark
out the sections (battle damage will usually be concentrated around windows and doors
as well as street corners. It may also feature on the parapets along with weathering and
general wear and tear). Use a scalpel to gently cut through just the outer card and slice
horizontally to separate the outer skin exposing the foam beneath. Peel off the unwanted
sections. With the parapets carefully ‘skin’ a small strip from the inner top edge to
correspond with any damage on the outer wall, or wherever you want to add character to
the lip of the parapet.

#8 Modelling brickwork
Using the propelling pencil, scribe roughly horizontal lines about 1mm apart to create
the brick courses. Line up with the corners of the window and door apertures and leave
the tops and bottoms blank to glue on inserted match or balsa strips to make the lintels
and sills as desired.
[picture 7 here]
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Vary the pressure and the depth of the lines to simulate wear. Then add vertical lines to
create the individual bricks. Work methodically and steadily. Randomly encircle some
bricks at intervals in an oval shape to define them better. Use a normal sized pencil and
stab additional shrapnel damage into the exposed brickwork.
Allow 2mm at the exposed top edges of the walls for the edging bricks. These are
usually placed on their narrower edges from front to back of the wall so scribe around
and across the top edges front to back to model these.
For smaller outhouses or sheds, create a foamcore shell then skin all the exposed outer
surfaces and add brickwork detailing.
[picture 8 here]
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#9 Shrapnel and small arms fire
Using a propelling pencil and a sharpened normal hardness pencil pierce the outer skin
in and around the battle scars repeatedly and randomly to simulate the chunks of render
‘pinged’ out by small arms fire and shrapnel. Concentrate around likely defensive fire
positions and vary the angles slightly. Consult pictures for inspiration.

#10 Adding woodwork doors and windows
Doors: cut a 10mm long balsa strip along the grain as a lintel and 2 x 25mm long for the
jambs for each door. Prepare each doorway ensuring the back card is flat adding a
generous amount of PVA. Press the balsa into place using the flat of a modelling tool
taking care not to mark it. Do not worry if excess PVA squeezes out the sides.
Windows: The window apertures can be left empty or have thin wood strip framing and
then can be finished as above. For window frames cut 2 x 10mm long balsa or match
lengths and apply to the top and bottom of the window. Cut matches/balsa strips to size
and add to the sides to create the uprights. Apply fine milliput to fill any holes in the raw
foam edges or seal smaller raw foam edges with an application of PVA.
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Wooden eaves (optional)
Some buildings may have small projecting joist and eaves for tile roofs. These can be
cut from balsa strip or modelling match. It is better to cut a notch in the top of the wall to
seat them more firmly and glue into place. This method was used for the outbuilding.

#11 Grilles and ironwork (optional)
Some windows are shown with simple iron bars or grilles. These can be simulated using
florist wire pushed through holes made in the walls narrowly spaced apart using a
dressmaker’s pin. It is best to measure and bend the wire using narrow-nosed pliers
before inserting. The thickness of foamcore holds them securely in place without the
need for gluing and the ends can be simply folded over and taped in place inside.
[picture 9 here]
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#12 Prepping and painting
Once the build is complete to your satisfaction mask any raw foam edges or blemishes
(such as the tab) with
Milliput and add a little texture to taste. A sealing mid brown base paint layer mixed
with PVA is applied over the model paying particular attention to any exposed raw foam
areas or card edges. Once dry it is ready for conventional painting and highlighting.
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#13 Basing and groundwork
Ensure access to all surfaces is possible for any further painting and detailing. It may be
necessary to attach buildings in stages and then applying texture/scatter material to mask
any joins etc. Once complete add highlights shading etc. as normal. Finish off with
drybrushing. The same building technique can be used for walls and ad-hoc outlying
buildings and will add further character.
[Picture 10 here]
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9. KV 1

by Norm

The KV-1 was an early war Soviet heavy tank that caused great consternation to German
formations meeting it for the first time in 1941, as their own tanks and anti-tank guns did
not have the penetrative strength to take the K.V.’s head on. A situation that would not
really start to be addressed until the 75mm PaK 40 was introduced the following year,
both as a wheeled anti tank gun and with a version mounted on the Marder II
PanzerJäger.
Even the PaK 40 with standard ammunition was only effective frontally against the KV1 out to around 500 metres, so training and field craft were essential elements in
defeating the KV behemoths.
Zvezda do two basic KV-1 models in 1/100 scale. The early 1939 model (produced in
1940) that had the shorter 76.2mm L11 gun and the later model that was up-gunned with
the longer F-32 76.2mm. The model shown here is the earlier version.
The two kits are pretty much similar to each other except obviously for the gun length.
These are fast build, snap together kits with amazingly just six parts to the model.
Gamers have become used to their models having the entire track and wheel assembly
modelled in single pieces now, but those who can remember the days when all models
‘enjoyed’ multi part track assembly, will be eternally grateful for the way these kits can
be put together in just a couple of minutes.
Despite being described as ‘snap fit’ I have secured my build with plastic cement, as a
sort of belt and braces. The kit goes together well and detail is well up to scratch for
wargaming purposes, though with these models, track detail tends to be a bit generic and
so it is here, though it’s not really an issue in gaming and I tend to hide this with a bit of
modelled mud anyway - perhaps too much!
This vehicle was painted with Vallejo Model Air Russian Green primer, applied through
an airbrush. A ‘mucky wash’ was slopped all over and then a very light dry-brushing of
Russian Green with a tad of Vallejo Ivory added to lighten the colour slightly, so fast
build and fast paint!
These kits unfortunately do not come with decals and the rather smart one here is from
the Flames of War Soviet decal set, which I managed to pick up from the Phoenix
Wargame Show on the Bring ‘n Buy stall a couple of years ago for the bargain price of
one pound!
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All told, these models make excellent additions to an early war Soviet force and with
Zvezda selling them as singles, just buying one or two models is fine for a small
battlefield. The infantry here are of course Peter Pig 15mm Soviets.
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10. Mexican revolution figures by
Pierre
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These are figures by Peter Pig in the Mexican Revolution range.
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11. German WW2 by Si
Many, many years ago I had an opportunity to visit “The Keep” at Devizes and asked “if
they had any of x type of figure in scale y”. They gave me a rue smile and said that in
the good old days of wargaming if something didn’t exist then people made it
themselves. Something that I was guilty of ignoring when faced with the range and
scale of current products on the markets in the intervening years.
Some 30 years later I was looking for some German infantry in smocks that could be
used for a game set in Hungary in 1945 or could be used for other games I had planned:
Winter Camouflage, Kharkov Parkas etc. I couldn’t find any in 15mm so decided to see
what I could make up myself. This would involve changing the heads and possibly
remodelling the uniform detail.
The nice people at Peter Pig (shameless plug) make, what I consider to be, some of the
most animated later war German infantry that I used as the base figure for conversions
using their “Spare heads” (Range 6 – Heads and Odds). These spare heads are a useful
addition to your modelling inventory. In the past I have used all sorts of bare heads,
heads with bandages, different caps, different helmets to create a unique figure for a
number of different periods but mostly WW2. The process is reasonably simple: Take a
pair of long nosed pliers, twist off the existing head and clean up the model; select a
replacement head; drill a siting hole in the figure and check the replacement fits and trim
to size where necessary; carefully add a drop of cyanoacrylate into the hole and then
insert the replacement head. Tidy up with a piece of greenstuff if needed and then paint.
Occasionally you might find that you cut away the head rather than twist it off, this
normally occurs when the figure is carrying something over their shoulder or firing a
weapon.
For example, I took two of some old Fallschirmjager crew figures and added bandaged
heads, by posing them slightly differently I now had a casualty marker for a game.
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After taking the head off you also have the opportunity to add additional uniform
detail. For example, here I used greenstuff to create hoods and smocks on these Late
War MG42 gunners.

Which combined with Headswaps changed the character of the unit
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This then became a bit of a habit, tinkering. Adding additional detail to figures:
Using greenstuff is very straight forward. I cut off a 2mm wide strip of the two part
putty (I use the blue and yellow variant) and then kneaded it for 30 seconds or so. After
30 seconds or so I rest it on a piece of plastikard on the radiator. This transfers heat to it
and makes it more pliable. I repeat the process until it is an even green colour and very
soft. My modelling room now has a hard laminate floor which makes cleaning up any
that I drop very easy. Warning this putty is extremely hard to get out of carpet so be
warned.
Once I had a good mix, I roll it out into a long tube shape and then cut off a 4-5mm
length. Which I find is about the ideal length to work with This is then applied to the
figure at the appropriate place and then pressed and shaped using a set of sculpting tools
I picked up at the local model shop. To stop the putty from sticking to the tools I dip the
head of the tool into a pot of clean water I keep next to the workbench. I find with
greenstuff it is best to do one item of change and then put the figure away to cure and
move onto the next. It also helps the process if I change the sequence of items: Over
trousers on one figure, Smock hem at the rear of the next, hood on the next and so on. It
keep the impression of progress moving along. The real reason is to avoid the
temptation to do too much on one figure and ruin early work. I did 30 figures over the
period of 3 days and did 3 sessions each day. The phot below shows the idea and you
can see where I have done different items of uniform.
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I have now just completed converting around 30 figures to use on games set in Hungary
in 1945 which now have complete sets of smock and over trousers added to the base
figures using greenstuff.
Which when painted gave a reasonable representation of the winter uniform in the
Oakleaf B Autumn variant
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I am now going back and starting work on some figures for the April 1944 and the relief
of Hube’s Pocket
Don’t be afraid to try something new and experiment away.
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12.Pimp my Gamette – adding
more chrome to The Duel by Simon
The Gamettes have been a great feature of The Mill. They are typically simple but not
simplistic, and have given fun within our family even to those who wouldn’t normally
go anywhere near a “proper” wargame. And while one might tinker with Martin’s
normal rule mechanisms at one’s own peril, it is much more straightforward and less
risky to do so in these Gamettes.
The narrative element of “The Duel” in Issue #1 had the children in fits (mostly due to
the exploding heads), so we added a little more detail to enrich it further. This was
mercifully simple, but adds another layer and further variety to the games we have
played.
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The Stage 1 table (to decide the reason for the duel) just cried out to be expanded, so we
did – as follows:
Dog
Man
Good
Woman
Horse
Money
Taste
1
Chewed
The better How one
Wife has a
Has a
Cheated at
best boots shot
drinks
moustache
shinier
cards
one’s tea
coat
2
Barked all Braver
How to say An ugly
Jumps
Owes money
night
“scone”
sister
better
3
Chased
The better Where to
Of
Can
Stole an
favourite horseman buy the
questionable gallop
inheritance
cat
best wine
parentage
further
4
Dug up
To be
Who has
Snores at
Is faster
Whose land
the
promoted the nicest
night
the tin mine
vegetable to Officer shirt
is on
garden
5
Ruined
The better Who has
Has a
Has better Appropriated
the rug
swordsman the better
colourful
foals
the church’s
(don’t
hat
past
tithes
ask…)
6
Fouled the Able to
Whose hair Picks her
You stole Paid debts in
croquet
hold his
is the most nose at the
mine
false coinage
lawn
wine better fashionable table
Having defined such a list of heinous grounds for the duel in the first place, it was only
fitting that the clearly unrighteous loser of the duel should suffer in a suitably grievous
way by expanding the table in Stage 3.
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Use this table for the initial narrative:
Basic Outcome
Winner
Wound
Basic
excess
level
narrative
level
1
A miss
Bullets
whistled
harmlessly
overhead.
Honour
served

2

Light
wound

Lots of
blood, but
probably
not lifethreatening
They
won’t look
the same
again
It looks
pretty
bad…

3

Something
got shot off

4

Chest
wound

5+

Catastrophic Head
wound
exploded

Additional Narrative
1-2

3-4

5-6

Horse hit
by mistake
(dice for
which one)

Passing
pheasant got
hit (dice to
see who takes
it home)

Clipped an
ear off:
need to by
a new wig

Hit an arm
(dice for
which one)

One duellist
had an allergic
reaction to the
proximity of
flying lead
(dice to see
who needs new
britches)
Hit a thigh
(dice for which
one)

Arm needs
amputation
(dice for
which one)
Bullet hit
the hip
flask – it’s
claret not
blood!

Leg requires
amputation
(dice for
which one)
Finger-sized
holes front
and back:
expire on a 14; survive
after a long
convalescence
on a 5-6
Went in
Opponent is
one ear and nicknamed
out the
“dead-eye”
other
for good
reason
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Family jewels
took a knock:
sing one octave
higher
Fist-sized hole:
dice for how
many minutes
the victim
survives

Crops grow
better in a 6foot radius of
the deceased
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And this second one for the Additional Outcomes that occur on the roll of a 4, 5 or 6:
Basic Outcome
Additional Outcome
Winner
Wound
excess
4
5
6
level
level
1
A miss
Horse got shot
Horse is shot in
Horse is shot and
and expires on
the rump and
turns on a duellist
the spot (dice
bolts (dice for
(dice for who gets
for who walks
who runs after it) trampled)
home)
2
Light
Victor’s second Victor’s second
Victor’s second is
wound
gets winged.
faints at the sight fatally wounded.
Manly laughs all of his own blood. Struggle to your
round.
Hobble off and
horse and ride for
hope that it’s
the hills
nothing too
serious.
3
Something Victor
Victor makes
Victor swears never
got shot off honourably pays cruel joke about to shed blood again
the surgeon
the missing
appendage
4
Chest
Faithful dog
Lover swears
Lover rushes to
wound
licks the wound, undying fidelity
injured man and
but is unable to to the injured
swoons at his feet
change the
man
outcome
5+
Catastrophic Roll again:
wound
1 = some healthy nepotism gets the victor off scot-free
2 = escape from the militia and spend remainder of life on
the run
3 = spend 6 months at His Majesty’s pleasure
4 = 10 years of hard labour
5 = dance the gallows dance next Saturday
6 = join the infantry and embark for foreign shores
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And there you have it. Feel free to change any or all of the above in your own games.

The Duellists during play testing.
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13. Christmas army by Stewart
These have been used in PBI and Mexican revolution games as an army (the outrage)!
(Alternative armies figures???)
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